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	People are constantly being affected by the fluctuations in the global economy and by financial uncertainty - with major impacts on their savings, portfolios and pensions. Some might see recessions as the very worst time to invest in the stock market, but many of the world's most successful investors insist that a market downturn is the very moment when people should be investing. 

	

	Fully updated for this fourth edition, How the Stock Market Works tells investors what is being traded and how, who does what and to whom, and how to evaluate both the shares and the proponents' claims about them. Covering crucial issues such as the practical consequences of being a shareholder, this book provides a wealth of information on the stock market and how to use it one's advantage.
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CompTIA Security+ Guide to Network Security Fundamentals (with CertBlaster Printed Access Card) (MindTap Course List)Cengage Learning, 2014

	This best-selling guide provides a complete, practical, up-to-date introduction to network and computer security. SECURITY+ GUIDE TO NETWORK SECURITY FUNDAMENTALS, Fifth Edition, maps to the new CompTIA Security+ SY0-401 Certification Exam, providing thorough coverage of all domain objectives to help readers prepare for professional...
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Wireless J2ME Platform ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2002
The authoritative tutorial for wireless J2ME application developers.

	The essential tutorial for every J2ME platform developer: no wireless experience necessary 
	Complete coverage of architecture, design, coding, debugging, and deployment
	Advanced topics include-persistent storage, networking,...
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Oxygen Transport to Tissue XLII (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology, 1269)Springer, 2021

	In his foreword to John Nunn’s book Applied Respiratory Physiology, John

	Severinghaus, an anesthesiologist and also my postdoctoral mentor as a

	Fellow at the Cardiovascular Research Institute at the University of California,

	San Francisco, wrote the following under the title “A Flame for Hypnos.”


...
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France: A Short HistoryThames & Hudson Ltd, 2021

	
		A short and entertaining narrative of France from prehistory to the present, recounting the great events and personalities that helped create France’s cultural and political influence today.

	
		Country and destination, nation and idea, France has a rich and complex history that fascinates the world...
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XML Programming BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If XML can do it, you can do it too...
Here, at last, is a single reference that covers both Microsoft .NET and Java programming integration with XML. It will have you up and running quickly with a solid grounding in the most recent core and related specifications, then provide you with essential details for managing databases, financial...
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Kanban Made Simple: Demystifying and Applying Toyota's Legendary Manufacturing ProcessAMACOM, 2003
Originally developed at Toyota, the manufacturing process known as “kanban” has helped revolutionize how corporations and suppliers achieve maximum efficiency in getting products to and from the assembly line. Kanban adds a new dimension to just-in-time manufacturing by keeping your production line “liquid” at all...
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